Pathways Commissioner Meeting – June 10th, 2010

- At the meeting: Bruce Behn, Bill Ezell, Leslie Murphy, Judy Rayburn, Jerry Strawser, Melvin Stith, George Krull, Gary Previts, Tracey Sutherland, Susan Crosson, Mark Higgins, Scott Showalter
- Not present: Denny Reigle (provided written input)
- Next Commissioner conference call is Friday, July 1st, at 9 am

Progress on supply chain reports and plans going forward

- Discussion of supply chain reports in progress and coordination between groups to minimize duplication of efforts
- Plans for update webinars on supply chain progress (i.e., full commission webinars)
  - Webinar #1, Monday, June 27, 7:00-8:30 pm EST
    1. Current data
    2. Future data
    3. Identity
    4. Signature Pedagogy
    5. Speed of innovation
  - Webinar #2, Tuesday, June 28, 7:00-8:30 pm EST
    1. Competencies
    2. Cultural change
    3. Innovation
    4. First course in accounting
  - Webinar #3, Wednesday, June 29, 7:00-8:30 pm EST
    1. Practice and Academy
    2. Collaboration
    3. Diversity
    4. Bi-directional links
    5. PhD process

- Discussion of schedule for completing supply chain draft reports
- Discussion of elements expected to be necessary in final Commission report
  - Assignment of responsibility for compilation and consolidation of drafts, integration of recommendations, and producing material to complete coverage of necessary elements
  - Emphasized necessity of crafting a compelling document to provide an impetus for change
- Discussion of commissioner process for review
- Established proposed timeline for compilation and consolidation, integration, and completion of drafts
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Pathways Commission Meetings

September meeting in Knoxville, TN
- Review progress to date on Commission report, address areas needing additional attention
- Scheduled for September 16-18 for commissioners, sponsoring group, and supply chain leaders

November meeting in Atlanta, GA
- Scheduled for November 4-6 for commissioners, sponsoring group, and supply chain leaders
- Necessary to coordinate efforts to complete Commission report, make progress on Phase 2 conceptual design and implementation plans

Next steps for Pathways

Phase 2
- Need a structure and strategy to get to Phase 2
  - Without implementation support, Commission report will not produce any results
    - Funding and personnel are challenges
  - Alternative support structures need to be considered
  - Discussions need to continue

AAA National Meeting
- Discussion of how to utilize the Pathways session at the AAA National Meeting most effectively